
NEWSLETTER TO MEMBERS

Included is a Summary Result of the Survey carried out earlier in the year and relating to the C.A.
Ratification which included the outcomes of a Job Sizing exercise.

The Union Committee is looking closely at the Survey responses in an effort to learn how things can
be done better in the future.

However, the Committee does take some comfort that the efforts to get full information to
members, the separate information meetings (including management), and the Union’s Ratification
meetings did appear to be widely appreciated – particularly given the complex and very significant
issues involved.



Question 2 open responses

This question asked the respondents to give a brief explanation why they did not vote in the last
ratification process.

This question was answered by 206 and not answered by 642 respondents. Interestingly enough,
only 205 respondents answered question one indicating No they didn’t vote.

The most popular reason was unable to attend and reasons varied with the most popular being out
of town, overseas, on holiday, on shift and unable to get to the meeting.

















Question 4 open responses

This question asked respondents to briefly explain why they did not attend an information meeting
prior to the ratification meeting.

160 respondents answered No they did not attend an information meeting. The reasons mirrored
the responses in question 2

















Question 8 open question

This question asked respondents to give a brief explanation why they would not like to see a similar
approach to future negotiations.

231 respondents answered No they wouldn’t like to see a similar approach in the future.

Most popular reasons for this response was that management should not have been at these meetings,
they were for Union members, some suggested that management shouldn’t be at ratification meetings
(they weren’t, just information meetings). This was supported by members saying they didn’t trust
management and they felt they couldn’t speak freely at the meetings with management there. These
meetings should be between the Union and its members. It’s the Unions job to explain what the
employer wants, not the employer were also next popular responses.





























Question 13 open question

This question asked respondents to give a brief explanation how they think the Union could improve
access to ratification process information.

146 respondents answered No, the information was not easily located to read, of these 123 responded
with explanations.

The most popular themes were that more face to face meetings would have been better, local reps
upskilled to hold more smaller informal meetings, members also suggesting they get information e
mailed to them, instead of having to go look for it, face to face meetings are better, the information and
in fact the whole contract should be in plain language, not legal speak.













Question 14 open response

This question asked respondents to give a brief explanation why they voted against the contract.

There were 266 respondents.

Popular themes amongst the respondents are that the contract wasn’t equal for all members, nothing in
it for them, no pay rise for some, some suggesting it was a pay cut, some saying we robbed peter to pay
paul, some were worried about future fire-fighters earning less, Not happy with the pay comparison
process or benchmarking process, Officers got too much.





























Question 15 open response

This question asked respondents to briefly explain why they voted for the contract.

437 respondents gave a brief explanation and 411 respondents skipped this question.

Popular themes amongst the respondents are a better way to conduct negotiations, better pay
structure, will be better long term, sick of little gains by industrial action, positive future, encouraged
personal development, better pay structure, forward thinking, future proofing.


































